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DOMETIC HC 302FS
Medical refrigerator 230 V 

        

   

   

  

Product description:  

This Dometic Silencio HC (Health Care) refrigerator is the perfect solution for hospitals and health
centres seeking to keep heat-sensitive medicines between +2 °C and +8 °C. Integrated fan for
constant temperature and audible warning is available if the door is left open for 20 s

This miniCool compressor refrigerator is the perfect solution for hospitals and health centres
seeking to keep heat sensitive medicines between +2 °C and +8 °C. Integrated fan for constant
temperature and audible warning if the door is left open for 20 s.

Safe, secure and cool
This 29 l miniCool fridge is ideal for storing heat sensitive medicines

Light the way
The fridge's light helps you to find what you're looking for

Open up
Easy to open door

Simply slide
Pull out drawers with transparent front panel

Check and confirm
Be reassured by the fridge's digital temperature display

Powerful, energy-efficient compressor refrigerators
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When needing to store medicine safely at high ambient temperatures, we recommend a
refrigerator with a powerful compressor system. Our HC series devices have an integrated
illuminated temperature display. High-quality roll-out metal drawers which can be extended to 3/4
of their depth offer well-organised storage. Quality features: Integrated thermometer with min/max
memory, illuminated temperature display, high-quality, roll-out metal drawers with 3/4 extension
and plastic front, LED interior lighting, door lock, can be built in (variable hinge not possible). HC
302 / HC 502 optionally available as DIN 58345 compliant model versions (HC 302D / HC 502D).

Safe and secure
With its reliably constant temperature courtesy of an integrated fan, the Dometic HC 302FS is the
ideal solution for hospitals and health centres wishing to store heat sensitive medicines. Contents
are cooled to between +2 °C and +8 °C. An audible warning will be triggered if the door is left
open for more than 20 s. The HC 302FS has a door lock for secure storage and drawers with
flexible compartments for organised arrangement of up to 29 l of contents. The draws pull-out for
added convenience.

Not binding images and technical data.

  

Product features:  

Frequency (Hz): 50
Voltage (V): 230
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